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ABSTRACT 

This study was an investigation of field-dependence/field

independence as a factor in incidental learning. Witkin (1962 , 

1974) found that people with a field-independent or analytical 

approach to learning would perform better in an incidental 

learning situation. Other studies, such as those of Messick 

and Damarin (1964) and Eagle, Goldberger, and Breitman (1969), 

support the idea that field-independent people ordinarily pay 

less attention to social cues than field-dependent people; 

therefore, they probably acquire less social information unless 

their attention is specifically focused on the social cues. 

This study correlated performance on Witkin 1 s Group Embedded 

Figures Test (GEFT) with performance on a recognition memory 

task in an incidental learning situation. An orienting task 

also was employed in an attempt to focus the attentional pro

cesses of the field-independent subjects on the social cues of 

the task. 

The findings of this study support Witkin 1 s generalization 

that overall subjects with a field-independent approach to 

learning perform better in an incidental learning situation. 

The orienting task did not focus effectively the attentional 

processes of the field-independent subjects on the social 

stimuli. However, the orienting task did provide a differential 

effect. The regression slopes for the group receiving no 

orienting instructions and the group receiving orienting 



instructions were significantly different (p < . 05) . The exact 

nature of this diff e renc e could not be determined from the data 

gathered in this study. 
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Chapter 1 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Degree of differentiation is an important characteristic 

of the structure of any system. In very broad terms, differ

entiation refers to the complexity of a system's structure. 

A less differentiated system is in a rather homogeneous 

structural state, and a more differentiated system is in a 

relatively heterogeneous state. In psychology, the differ

entiation concept has most often been used in a developmental 

context. The psychological system is in its most undiffer

entiated state early in development. Infancy is an example of 

a very low level of differentiation, while adulthood is a state 

of higher differentiation. Early in development children 

experience themselves and their environment primarily as a 

continuous mass. As children continue to develop, they begin 

to perceive boundaries between their body and the outer world. 

In addition to the formation of boundaries, children develop 

an awareness of their body parts and their relationship. 

An important stage of differentiation is the movement 

away from the state of "oneness" children share with their 

mothers toward some degree of separation. As children move 

away from mother, they begin to identify and internalize 

certain values and standards which help determine their view 

of themselves. 

The formation of "self " involves the development of an 
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" inne r co r e " of e xpe r ience a nd t he separa t i on of the co r e f r om 

the field . Chil dre n pr oceed from an i nitial s tate that is 

r elati ve l y unstruc tured to a more structured state with greater 

segr egation of sel f . As the self develops , it becomes more 

diff e rentiated. 

The achie vement of a relatively differentiated self 

i mplies that in the area of where the person's activities and 

attributes are the source, experience is relatively articulated. 

It is analyzed and structured rather than being global. If 

the source of experience is the field outside, the person may 

be thought of as showing development toward greater articula

tion. Early in development , perception of parts of field 

probably will be dominated by the organization of the immediate 

context or field in which the parts are embedded. However, as 

de velopment progresses, the influence of the context is reduced. 

As children develop, objects become more discrete and they 

begin to use complex principles of field integration which 

result in an increase in the articulateness of experience. 

The individual who experiences stimuli in an articulate manner 

can pe rceive items as discrete from their backgrounds. They 

can impose their organization on a previously organized field 

or impose structure and organization on a field which appears 

t o have little or no structure. 

In sho rt, experience of the body field in early deve lopment 

tit b ecomes in-is basicall y glob al , but during developmen 

t · lat ed s o that body self , and obj ects creas i ngly mo r e a r 1cu ' 
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are experienced as separate. Witk· Dk 1n, y , Faterson, Goodenough, 

and Karp (1962 ) proposed their hypothesis of differentiation. 

The hypothesis proposed an association among the characteristics 

of greater or more limited differentiation, identified in 

early and late functioning in each of several psychological 

areas: degree of articulation of experience of the world; 

degree of articulation of experience of self; and extent of 

development of specialized structured controls and defenses. 

Thus, greater inner differentiation is associated with greater 

articulation of experience of the world. 

Witkin, et al. believed that a field-dependent or field

independent way of perceiving was one of a large constellation 

of interrelated characteristics which together compose an 

individual's level of differentiation. Field-dependence or 

independence is considered to be one expression of a more 

general individual difference dimension , defined at one end 

by a global mode of field approach to stimulus and at the 

other end by an articulated mode of f ield approach. People 

who exhibit a relatively global approach (field-dependent) are 

governed by the organization of the f ield and have difficulty 

extracting parts from an embedding cont ext. Field-independent 

people, on the other hand , e xhibit a rel a tivel y articulated 

cognitive style and can anal yze and structure experiences in 

a new way. They are not as depende nt upon the organization of 

the field given , but can restructure it. 

~itkin et al. (1962) conduc ted a very compre hensi ve 
' 
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r eview of field - depende nce /independence and fo und t hat people 

who pe r ceive anal yticall y in one s i tua t i on te nd o be anal yt ical 

in other pe rc eptual t as ks al so, ,,hi 1 e people who pe r ce i e 
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Since the chances of the most sa1 1·ent cues b · e1ng irrelevant 

are very high, it is believed by some that field-dependent 

people are less adept in concept attainment than field

independent subjects who sample a wider variet y of attributes. 

This result was found in two recent s t udies : Ruble and Nakamura 

(1972) and Dargel and Kirk (1971). 

Field-dependent and independent subjects also diffe r in 

the types of strategy used to formulate hypot heses . In employ 

i ng a wholist strat egy, subjects would conside r all attributes 

as r e l evant fo r co ncept attainment , while subjects us ing a 

partist strategy would use only s ome att ributes in co nstructing 

an initial hypothesis . Kirschenb aum ( 96 ) foun d f i e ld-dependent 

subjects tended to use the partist s r a eg mo r e often than 

fie ld-independent subjec s since field - dependent people tende d 

to ignore nonsalient cues and at ended o he mot salien 

cues . 

Nebelkopf and Dre e r (1973) belie e ha field - depen de nc e 

is a co ncept that bette r describe no hov m ch people learn , 

but simply how the learn. The beli e hat the learn i ng 

process for field-depe nde nt and independen subjects coul d be 

illust r ated best in t e rms o f co ntinui y and di co nti nuit of 

Sl·n ce t he f1'eld - depend ent subject most oft en l ea rnin g curves . 

t t · he learn ing p r ocess, the i s thought of as a spec a o r 1n 

learn ing curve probabl would be co nt inuous. Each t r ial adds 

and th e r e "ould be gradual ad ancement to the learning process 

d Each t ri al appea r s t o impart until the criterion is achi e ·e · 
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a new "pi e ce of the puzzle. 11 

The field-independent subject, 

on the other hand, would exh·b·t d 
1 1 a iscontinuous learning 

curve. The subject will test hypothesis after hypothesis, but 

his / her performance will not improve unt 1·1 the 
person discovers 

the correct hypothesis. 

Nebelkopf and Dreyer (1973) found that there was no 

significant difference between field-dependent and field

independent subjects in the number of trials required to learn 

concepts. The difference exhibited was in the approach to 

concept learning and not in the effectiveness of participant 

over spectator approach. Nebelkopf and Dreyer (1973) found 

that field-independent subjects appear consistent over time in 

utilizing a participant approach, while field-dependent subjects 

appear bound to a spectator approach. 

The role of attentional processes of field-dependent and 

field-independent individuals can be examined through an 

incidental learning task. Witkin, et al. (1962) found that 

individuals with a global or field-dependent approach to learning 

limited their attention and, therefore, their learning of the 

task put to them, while indi viduals with an anal ytical or 

f approach atten ded to s t imuli that are external ield-independent 

to the immediate task. In short , Witkin , et al. (1962) found 

h d t l· ndi·v 1·duals were better at incidental tat field-indepen en 

l earning. Othe r studies , such as those o f Goodenough and Karp 

( 1961) and Sc himek and Wachtel (1969) , support Witkin ' s 

ge ner a li zat i on th at field-dependent peopl e ove rall s how l ess 



inci de nta l learning than field-independent people. 
However, 

the results in this area of study have b een inconsistent. 

Witkin ' s generalization, however, did not consider the 

t ype of information given in the learning task. For example , 

in some studies it has been found that incidental learning of 

socially relevant information is better among field-dependent 

people, while incidental learning of nonsocial stimuli is 

superior among field-independent people. 

7 

The idea that field-dependent individuals tend to be more 

attune to social stimuli than field-independent individuals 

has created two kinds of hypotheses about field-dependence 

and learning. The first hypothesis is that field-dependent 

people pay more attention to their social surroundings and, 

consequently, obtain more social information than field

independent people. The second hypothesis is that field-dependent 

subjects pay more attention to social stimuli only if it is 

relevant. 

The first hypothesis is supported by the Messick and 

Darnarin (1964) study in which field-dependent subjects did 

better than field-independent subjects in recognition of 

incidentally learned pictures of strangers. Fitzgibbons, 

Goldberger, and Eagle (1965) and Eagle, Goldberger and Breitman 

(1969) also reported that field-dependent subjects were superior 

· 1 ds Homever, the studies in incidental learning of soc1a wor · n 

of Eagle, Fitzgibbons and Goldberger (1966), Fitzgibbons and 

Go ldberger (1971) , and Adcock and Webberly (1974) reported 
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nonsignificant findings that do not support 
this hypothesis. 

Studies that support the second hypothesis that field-

dependent subjects pay more attention to social stimuli if 

it is relevant are Devaris (1962) and Crutchfield, Woodworth 

and Albrecht (cited in Watchel, 1971). DeVaris asked subjects 

to identify cutout photographs of their own facial parts and 

found that field-dependent subjects were much better at 

recognizing their own facial parts than field-independent 

subjects. Crutchfield, et al. (cited in Watchel, 1971) reported 

that field-dependent Air Force officers were much better than 

field-independent officers at identifying photos of men they 

had met previously. 

There have been two schools of thought on incidental 

learning. The early research by Postman and Mechanic in the 

1950's and 1960's usually contrasted intentional and incidental 

learning with the emphasis on intentional learning. Postman 

believed that very little incidental learning occurred unless 

preceded by an intentional task or set to learn. 

The second school was proposed by Hyde and Jenkins (1969), 

but many ideas have also been contributed by Craik and Lockhart 

(1972). This contemporary theory maintains that incidental 

learning is important in its own right since most learning can 

be regarded incidental in the sense that we are not asked 
as 

to formally recall what we learn in our day to day activities . 

Craik and Lockhart argue th at incidental learning is of 

Of the Pot ential control it offers over 
importance because 

a subject's processing activities. 
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Hyde and Jenkins (1969) obtained lt • resu sin a study that 

contradicted t he Postman theory that intenti·onal learning is 

far superior to incidental learning. I n their study , incidental 

learners performed an orienting task and intentional learners 

either performed the same orienting task or did not carry 

out an orienting task which made them "pure in t en t ional 

learners . " The types of orien ting task s us ed we r e r ating 

ple as antness , detecting the pres ence o f t he lett er "e" in list 

words , and estimating the number o f l etters i n each wo rd. 

Free recall was be t ter a f t er the perfo r mance of a semant ic 

ori enting task like pleas ant ness r ating than afte r nonsemantic 

t asks like " e " checking fo r both intentional and incidental 

learners. In fact, the r eca l l perfo r mance for intentional and 

incidental learners who ha d pe r formed the same orienting task 

was very s imilar . These r esults seem to suggest that it is 

t he proces sin g a ctivit i es associated with the performance of 

the orienting tasks th at determine recall perfo rmance. Other 

evidence als o indicates that memor performance is determined 

f ar mor e by t he k i nds of processing acti iti es engaged in by 

t he s ub ject wh il e pe r forming the orienting task rather than 

the in tent t o l earn (Bob r ow & BO\er, 1969 ; Rosenberg · Schille r , 

1971 ) . 

':'h e differe nces in l earn ing by field - fependent and fiel d-

Co uld be explained in terms of Craik i ndepe ndent indi vidual s 

and Lo ckhar t ' s (1972 ) l evel of pr ocessing th eory . . Ian 

an l· nci dental learning paradigm is the 
resea r c he rs be li eve 



most app r opriate way to study th 
e processing of stimulus 

material. Craik and Lockhart (1972) stated: 

~nder incidental conditions, the experiment er has 

a control over the processing the subject applies 

to the material that he does not have when the subject 

is merely instructed to learn and uses an unknown 

coding strategy. (p. 677) 

Processing in the incidental learning situation is 

controlled by means of an orienting task which must be per-

formed on each stimulus item. Craik and Lockhart found that 

the distinguishing characteristic of any orienting task was 

the depth o f processing that it involve d. They re f erred to 

10 

depth of processing as a hierarchy of processing stages where 

greater "depth" implies a greater degree of semantic or 

cognitive anal ysis. Once recognized, t he s timulus may undergo 

further processing by enrichmen t o r elaborat i on. It may e licit 

associations, images or stories o f the s ubj ect's p ast experi ences. 

Since field-dependent individuals have di f fi c ulty separatin g 

the s timulus from the field in whi ch it is e mb e dded , it woul d 

seem that t he further proces s ing by enrichment o r el aborat i on 

wo ul d be more characteristi c of a fi eld-i ndependent i ndividual. 

Recall of sent e nces af t e r an or ien t ing tas k th at required 

semantic pro cessing has be e n shown to be sup erio r to r ecall 

Of. that \Ve r e p ro ce ssed nonsemantica ll y equi valent senten ces 

· and Schil ler (1 971 ) and Bob r ow and 1n ~tudi e s by Rosenberg 

Bower (lga9 ) . Th es e r esul ts s upport t he i dea that semant i c 
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processing implies deeper processing and, consequently , ~etter 

recall performance. If stimuli are only partially anal yzed 

or processed, their record in memory is short. From studies 

done on field-dependence, a more shallow level of processing 

of salient cues appears to be more charact e ris t ic o f f ield

dependence than field-independen ce. Fie l d- i ndepe ndent indi vidu

als tend to be more anal yt ical and s ample mo r e fully f r om t he 

cues available. Therefo r e, l eve l s of proces i ng could explai n 

the difference in in c iden ta l lear ning betvee n field - dependent 

and field-independent subjects . 0 e r all , field - independe nt 

subject s app e ar t o be more effective lear ne r s of incidental 

mate rial unl ess t he mate r ial is social in na ure. Since field -

de pe nde nt s ubj ects ha e b en ho n to be mor a une 0 social 

st imul i , pa rt i c ul a rl y r ele an social s imu i I be m sho 

a s up e rio r ity ef feet unles he a en iona p e ses of he 

fiel d-inde pe nd e nt subj ec a e foe ed on he ocial ae r ial 

by some mean s uc h as a seman ic o r ien ing a k . 

Th e purpose of t h is r ese rch vas 0 e b allowi ng 

hypot he e : 

bjec ·o per orm 1. Ove r a ll fi el d- ind pen den 

bette r th an fie ld- dependents bjec 5 on he reco ni on emo r 

test i n a n in c ide n tal learning i uation. 

2. k vould i c r ease effective ly Th e us e of an ori e nting tas 

r ecogniti on me mo r y pe r formanc e for a bjects . 

3 . Fi e ld- i nde pe nde n subjects would per o rm be e r on 

stim lus ma erial i r ecognit io n t ask s when the 
nonsocial . 



4. Field- dependent subjects would p erform bette r on the 

r ecogni t ion task o f so c ial stimulus mat er i al when t he re are 

no orienting instructions. 

5. Field- independent subject s would pe r fo rm bette r on 

the reco gnition tasks of social st i mulus mate r ial when 

or ienting in s tructions ar e given . Th e ori e nti ng i nst r uct i ons 

wo uld foc us t h e at ten tio nal processes of he field - i ndepen dent 

subj ects o n t he s oc ial c ues of t he ask . 



Subjects 

Chapter 2 

METHOD 

The subjects were 48 college stud t . 
ens enrolled 1n psychology 

classes at Austin Peay State University. Some students recei ved 

extra credit in their psychology class for t · • . . par 1c1pat1on 1n the 

study, while others volunteered their time. There were 29 

females and 19 males participating in the study and thei r ages 

ranged from 18-47 years. Twent y-two of t he subjects we re 

placed in the group that did not re ce i ve ori enting instructions, 

while 26 subjects were given orienting instructions. 

Instrument Administered 

Each subject was given the Gro up Embedded Figures Test 

(GEFT) to determine field dependenc . Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, 

and Karp (1971) de signe d the GEFT to provide a group administe r ed 

adaptation of the original individually administered Embedded 

Figures Test. The GEIT co nt ains 18 complex figures. The 

subject's task on th e GEIT is t o find a particular simple 

figur e wit hin a larger complex figure and trace the simple 

f i gure. Colored patterns a r e supe r imposed to make the task 

more diffi cul t . The subject is pre ented from simultaneously 

see ing the simple fo rm and th e complex figure containing it . 

Th · · d th back cover of the GEFT e simp l e fo rms a r e pr1n te on e 

booklet and the compl ex figures are on the boo klet pages so 

13 



14 
that both simple forms and complex figures 

cannot be exposed 
simultaneously . However, the subject may look at the simple 
forms as often as necessary. 

The first section contains 7 very simple items and the 

subjects are given 2 minutes to complete this section. This 

section is primarily for practice ; it is not included in the 

subject's score. The second and third sect i ons each contain 

9 more difficult items and five minu t es are all owe d f o r eac h 

section. The score on the GEFT is the total numbe r of simple 

forms correctly traced in the second and th i rd sections . 

The norms were based on men and wome n college student s 

from an eastern liberal arts col lege . Me n pe r fo r med signifi 

cantly better than wome n. The mean fo r men was 12 .0 and the 

mean for women was 10.8. 

Reliability estimates we r e based on the cor r elation 

bet ween parallel forms of t he test . Co rrela i ons bet ee n t he 

first section scores and t he second section s cores we r e co mputed 

and corrected by the Sp e arman-Bron fo r mula. The r esulting 

r eliability estimate was . 82 fo r both males and femal e s . 

Validit y o f th e GEFT was assessed by correlat i ng it with 

othe r established measur es of di ffe r entiatio n . 
Co rrel at ion 

with its "parent " form, EFT 
·iel ded a - .82 alidity coe f ficie nt 

Co rrelation wi th the Po r table 
fo r mal e s and -.63 for fe mal es . 

f les and -. 34 fo r 
Rod and Frame Test ( PRFT) yi el ded -. 39 o r ma 

fema les. are negative becaus e the 
The r ' s with EFT and PRFT 

• f r om the GEFT . 
tes t s are s co red in reverse fashion 
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procedure 

Subjects signed up for testing appointments w1·t h 
7 morning 

sessions and 1 afternoon session available. 

groups tested ranged from 3 to 11 subjects. 

The size of the 

They were told 

that they woul d be asked to perform two types of tasks--to 

view slides and take the standard1·zed GEFT. T he subjects 

were not told that they would be asked to view a second set of 

slides for recognition performance. 

The sub jects were first presented with 16 slides for 10 

seconds each. The slides were of two types. Eight slides 

were pictures containing people and eight slides contained 

only objects. They were presented in alternating fashion: 

people, ob ject , people, object, etc. 

Twenty-two of the subjects were given no orientation, 

while 26 of the subjects were given an orientation task. The 

subjects were asked to mentally compose a theme or descriptive 

statement for each slide as it was presented. 

Immediately after presentation of slides, the subjects 

were administered the GEFT. The GEIT was administered at this 

time to prevent rehearsal of slides . 

The recognition task was presented last. The subjects 

were told that this time they would be viewing 16 groups of 

sl ides. •vo uld contain 4 similar slides . Each group , 
One of 

be a slide that th ey had the four slides in each group would 

Othe r three slides we r e distractors. 
s een in Task 1, while the 

The slides for each group were numbered l-4 . 
The subjects' 
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task was to s e l e ct the slide originally shown in Task 1 for 

each group and record the slide number on the answer sheet 

pr ov ided. Each group and slide number was called aloud as they 

were presented to eliminate recording errors. 



Chapter 3 

RESULTS 

There are three ways t 1 
o ana yze the data resulting from 

this study. One way is in terms of correlations of GEFT 

scores and recognition memory for the different types of 

stimulus material. Another way to examine the data is to 

compare the means and standard deviations of each group. The 

third way to look at the data is in terms of multiple regression 

of GEFT, group, and interaction on the predicator variable 

recognition memory for total slides, object slides, and people 

slides. 

Simple correlation of GEFT scores and recognition memory 

for total slides yielded an r of .299 (£ < .05). Correlations 

of GEFT scores and recognition memory for people slides 

yielded an r of .250 (E > .05), while correlation of GEFT 

scores and recognition memory of object slides resulted in an 

r of . 261 (,E > . 05). The means and standard deviations for 

each group are recorded on Table 1. 

· f the independent variables Multiple regression analysis o 

and 1·nteraction on the predicator variable GEFT scores, group 

· lded an R of .317 (£ > .o5 ). total slide memory performance yie . 

Other "R" values are shown on Table I I· 

1 slides for the group 
~!ult ipl e regress ion for th e peop e 

l d ct R of .510 
Orl·ent1·ng i·nstructions yie e an rece iving no 

the R resulting from this regression in 
(_2 < . 05). However, 

17 
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the group that received orientation was not significant (£ > .05). 

The orienting instructions did produce a differential effect 

as the slopes of the regressions of people slides on GEFT 

for the two groups were significantly different from each 

t her (p < .05). 
0 -
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¼EAN NUMBER OF SLIDES RECOGNIZED BY SUBJECTS 

Table 1 

NO ORIENTATION GROUP 

Total Slides People Object 

~ean 13.10 7.5 5.5 

SD 2 . 27 0 1. 9 2 

ORIENTATIO GROUP 

Total Slide Peopl Objec 

13 . 31 3 5 . 53 
Mean 

1 . 62 .53 1. 39 
SD 



. I 'LTIPLE REGRES O.i ~; 

ab_ 2 

.'0 ORIE."T 

R 3 ( .0 ) 0 ( ) 0 ( . 0 ) 

OR I 

. 0 .o ( ) ( . . 0 ) 



Chapte r 4 

orsc ssro 

The simpl e co rre lation of GEFT scores and total slide 

sco r es Cr= · 299 , E < . 0 5 ) appear to support the first hypothesis 

t ha overall fiel d-independent subjects generally perform 

better han fiel d-dependent subjects on recognition memory 

tests in an incidental learning situation. ~Iypothesis II, 

which states t hat the use of an orienting task would effectively 

incr ease gr oup recognition performance, was not supported by 

the data. As shown on Table I, the means for the orientation 

group incr eased only slightly over the no orientation group, 

and in one case, the mean for object slides in the orientation 

group was slightly lower than the no orientation group. 

However , the orienting instructions did have a differential 

effect as the slopes of the regression of people slides on 

GEFT scores for the two groups (orientation and no orientation) 

we re significantly different (£ < . 05). It is unclear from 

It is the data gathered the exact nature of the difference. 

possible that the semantic orienting task may have interfered 

with the analytical approach of the field-independent subjects, 

the attent ional processes of some fieldwhile perhaps aiding 

dependent subjects. Thi s study, however, did not seek to 

r ange Of fa ctors that jointly determin e or evaluate the wi de 

i nfl ue nce individual r ecognition performance. 

21 
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Hypothesis III, which states th t f" . 

a 1eld-1ndependent 

subjects would perform better on recogni·ti·on 
tasks when the 

stimulus material is nonsocial 1 
, a so was not supported by the 

data. Correlations of GEFT and obJ"ect 1·d s 1 es yielded an r of 

.261(£ > .05). Regression analysis of GEFT and group on object 

slides yielded an R of .264 (£ > .05). 

~he data yields an opposing conclusion to Hypothesis IV, 

that field-dependent subjects would perform better on recogni

tion of people slides when there is no orienting task. The 

significant regression(£ < .05) of GEFT scores on people slides 

in the no orientation group indicates the trend that field

independent subjects, rather than field-dependent subjects, tended 

to score higher on people slides in the no orientation group. 

Tiypothesis V also was not supported. The data does not 

show that the semantic orienting task effectively focused the 

attentional processes of the field-independent subjects on the 

social stimulus, people slides. The regression of GEIT scores 

and orientation group on people slides yielded an R of .034 

(£ > . 05). 

A future recommendation for this study would be to 

determine the difficulty level of the slides th rough th e use 

Of norm to the actual testing of subjects for the 
groups prior 

study. 

in this 

explan ation for the nonsignificant findings 
One possible 

that the difficulty level of the slide 
study could be 

Witkin (1962) found no difference 
task was not appropriate. 

d t and fi e ld-independent 
in th e performanc e of field-depen en 
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subjects fo r the simp l est and th e most diffi cult t as ks . It 

seems that tasks of a moderate difficult y level are the most 

effect i ve discriminators of performance among field-dependent 

and f i e ld independent subjects. 

Additionall y , subjects should be instructed to write their 

r esponses t o the orienting instructions rather than mentally 

composin g the response. This would enable one to determine 

if they had followed the orienting instructions. 
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